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What Happens on the Blockchain, Stays on the
Blockchain
By Nathan J. Richman

The permanent transaction record on a blockchain raises interesting questions about what might
happen with digital assets if the theft loss deduction returns.

With the rise of non-fungible token (NFT) valuations has come a rise in reports of fraud in the
marketplace, including theft and other misbehavior involving the new assets.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act may have suspended most theft loss deductions under section 165, but
the possible pandemic exception and — even more so — the anticipated expiration of that limitation,
allow for the question: What happens when the permanent blockchain record runs into the theft and
casualty deduction’s requirement that a taxpayer have no reasonable expectation of recovery?

First cryptocurrencies and now NFTs operate via blockchains and take advantage of a new phase of
internet technology known as Web 3.0. A blockchain is a decentralized ledger, meaning it is a
recording of transactions not kept in a single location or by a single entity, but spread out across the
particular network supporting it and maintained by the system’s users. There are separate
blockchains for various programs like particular cryptocurrencies.

Cryptocurrencies are alternatives for fiat and other currencies, so they share some of the traits of
those other assets, notably that they are fungible — meaning there’s little difference other than an
identifier between one bitcoin token and another — and divisible.

NFTs, on the other hand, are more closely analogous to intellectual properties or artwork. In fact,
most of the recent NFT boom has been for digital artwork or photographs. NFTs are unique tokens
pointing to particular places where some of those other properties are stored and can serve as proof
of authenticity, much like conventional provenance documents for physical works of art.

As with cryptocurrencies, speculative investors have pushed NFT valuations to great heights. And
where there’s something valuable, thieves see something to steal.

Loss Limitations

The TCJA suspended personal casualty losses under section 165 for tax years 2018 through 2025. The
provision, section 615(h)(5), allows losses attributable to declared disasters and baskets casualty
gains against casualty losses. In other words, losses are fully deductible against similar gains but not
separate income.

The provision leaves open the question whether business casualty losses face the same limitations
as personal losses. For example, what happens when actor turned Emmy Award-winning animation
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producer Seth Green plans a project around a character he held as an NFT and that token is stolen?

However, one thing that’s abundantly clear from section 165 case law and regulations: A taxpayer
can’t claim a theft loss while there remains a “reasonable prospect of recovery” from avenues like
insurance or suit against the malfeasor.

What happens from a tax perspective when someone can point to the blockchain and say, “I
unequivocally owned that token at this point and that transaction moving it to someone else’s wallet
was fraud; give it back to me”?

Robert A. Musiala Jr. of Baker & Hostetler LLP told Tax Notes that this is where there’s a downside to
the blockchain’s operation as a decentralized ledger.

That decentralization is thought of mostly as an upside because there aren’t individual network
administrators who can make their own arbitrary changes to the records. That promotes trust in the
network.

However, when someone claims a transaction was fraudulent, there also isn’t an individual network
administrator who can easily return stolen tokens to the rightful owners’ wallets, Musiala noted. 

Say When?

James Creech of Baker Tilly US LLP said that the life cycle of stolen art recovery can approach infinity.
People are still recovering art stolen by the Nazis, he noted.

Similarly, using the blockchain, victims of the implosion of cryptocurrency exchange Mt. Gox in 2014
are still recovering their bitcoins, Creech said. The movement of assets on blockchains isn’t done in
secret because of that public ledger system, he said.

There may be a more interesting issue for purportedly bona fide purchasers for value because of
some common law protections: It’s harder to take something from one innocent to make another
whole, according to Creech. He pointed to Seth Green’s difficulty recovering his stolen NFT, while
noting the happy ending to that saga.

However, there’s also a question when the blockchain is involved whether any purchaser could buy a
stolen NFT and then legitimately claim ignorance of the theft, Creech acknowledged.

All those difficulties in determining when a stolen NFT is no longer recoverable could come with a
notable upside for victims, according to Creech. If their situations aren’t resolved until after the TCJA
restriction lapses, those theft losses will likely be available if they can later be proven, he said.

On a more practical level, for both theft losses and even annual digital asset reporting, some NFTs
pose a conundrum for taxpayers, according to Creech. Some tokens are labeled only by symbols like
emojis that could be difficult to enter into a form, and other NFTs have expletives in their names, he
said.
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Conceptual Art

Musiala agreed that the blockchain seems like it would always present the possibility of a stolen
NFT’s return. He suggested that the test should be translated to when a token is so hard to recover
that it is irretrievable for tax purposes.

There aren’t any answers to that question either, but a recent announcement from the Joint Chiefs of
Global Tax Enforcement (J5) — a collaboration involving the tax enforcement chiefs from the United
States, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Canada, and Australia — could be useful, according to
Musiala.

In April the J5 published a list of red flags to warn NFT marketplaces of possible fraud risks. A
taxpayer could argue that the presence of those indicators could support the position that a stolen
NFT is beyond recovery, Musiala suggested.

Travis W. Thompson of Sideman & Bancroft LLP noted that there has been some disagreement within
the tax community about the reach of the TCJA’s restrictions on section 165. While he thinks it applies
to theft losses, some don’t, he said.

Thompson also posed the possible distinction between title to and possession of NFTs. Thieves
shouldn’t be able to claim good title to stolen property, only possession, and because NFTs might not
be the artwork they enumerate, that could lead to a different result in that context than for a more
conventional theft, he suggested. The IRS might try to argue that a victim might not have lost
anything, he said.

The whole point of the blockchain and distributed ledger is to address these sorts of disputed
ownership issues, according to Thompson. That makes the question whether an NFT can really be
stolen out of an owner’s wallet interesting, he said.

That is yet another area where taxpayers need more cryptocurrency guidance from the IRS,
according to Thompson.

But How Much?

A recent story from The New York Times demonstrates how timing isn’t the only open tax issue for
stolen NFTs. The story involves an NFT holder whose token was taken via hacking but might not
otherwise seem to be stolen.

The victim had a token originally listed for $300,000 that was now worth more. Despite raising his list
price to $1.1 million, hackers exploited a weakness in the marketplace’s code to complete the
transaction for the old price.

So how much did the victim lose? How do you value stolen NFTs?

Thompson again pointed to the slow flow of guidance from the IRS, adding that it still isn’t clear
whether the agency will treat NFTs as works of art.
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Creech said that NFT valuation flips the normal digital asset valuation paradigm on its head. The
internet used to be a space defined by abundance, but NFTs’ non-fungibility is meant to induce
scarcity.

Determining the value of NFTs without a genuine sale is like a law school exam hypothetical wrapped
in a real economic situation, according to Creech. Often the market will congregate around a price
floor for sets of NFTs, but those floors defy the willing buyer/willing seller model that predominates
most tax valuation questions, he said.

Sellers may post their NFTs and expect some negotiation, but, like eBay, they may at the same time
post sell-it-now prices for faster transactions, according to Creech. How could those features fit the
willing buyer/willing seller model? he asked.

There’s also the question posed by a single taxpayer who has multiple wallets, Creech noted. That
taxpayer could create what look like conventional transactions to value NFTs by moving the tokens
among the separate wallets, he noted.

The blockchain adds another valuation element: The provenance includes the list of prior owners,
making it that much easier to prove someone famous previously owned a particular token, Creech
said. That could add a whole new status symbol valuation question, he said.

Rug Pulls

Another aspect of the NFT world that could generate fraud victims are NFT clubs or projects, Creech
said, noting a fraud indictment from March.

Sometimes, NFT purchasers don’t just buy their particular tokens but pay for entry into a sort of club
where they can expect ancillary benefits like future token airdrops (tokens added directly into a
holder’s wallet, usually as part of some sort of promotion), Creech said. In a scam often called a rug
pull, fraudsters sell off a batch of NFTs promising those ancillary benefits, and immediately close up
shop after the first offering, he said.

So taxpayers have the tokens they bought, but not the expected club benefits, leaving the question of
how to value what they’ve lost, Creech noted. Should those victims perform some sort of cost
segregation study to separate the payment for the tokens they actually received from what they paid
for the club membership benefits? he asked.

The question may be theoretical at the moment, but there are aggressive taxpayers, and some may
even try to claim the full payment price as theft losses, Creech said.
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